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Let’s Always Keep Learning Fun! 
 

Language learning needs consistency and daily practice.  I hope you 
and your kids enjoy this set of Thank you Play & Learn FunSheets 
from our Free Teaching Printable Library.   
 

Connect with Miss Panda on social media for new releases and free 
teaching resources update! 
 
💕TPT 💕Panda Blog  💕Facebook  💕Pinterest 💕Instagram 



 Join Miss Panda’s Chinese Reading Playground on 
YouTube 
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Thank you  
Playful Learning  

How to Use Play & Learn FunSheets 
 

Watch Story Time: What Do You Eat on Thanksgiving? 
 
 
 

1.  Thank you cards: decorate the turkey and “Thank 
you” words with finger paint, crayons, markers, or 
mixed media. Fold in half and your card is ready. 

 

2.  Thankfulness Poster: For our young learners - 
color in 1,2,3,4,or 5 “thank you” for one person or 
one thing s/he is thankful for. 

 

3.  Thankfulness Poster: For our emergent and early 
readerscolor color in each “thank you” for one 
person or one thing you are thankful for. 
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Thankfulness Poster謝謝你 thank you
谢谢 thank (you)
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